The fabrication of fiber Bragg gratings was here demonstrated using ultrashort pulse laser point-by-point inscription. This is a very convenient means of creating fiber Bragg gratings with different grating periods and works by changing the translation speed of the fiber. The laser energy was first optimized in order to improve the spectral properties of the fiber gratings. Then, fiber Bragg gratings were formed into D-shaped fibers for use as refractive index sensors. A nonlinear relationship was observed between the Bragg wavelength and liquid refractive index, and a sensitivity of $\sim 30$ nm/RIU was observed at 1.450. This shows that D-shaped fiber Bragg gratings might be used to develop promising biochemical sensors.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Fiber Bragg gratings (FBGs), which have been studied for more than 30 years, have become ubiquitous in optical telecommunications and optical fiber sensors [1]. Point-by-point (PBP) FBG inscription was first demonstrated in 1993 using an excimer laser [2], but this drew little interest from researchers until the advent of ultrashort pulse laser micromachining. Recently, the use of ultrashort pulse laser for FBG fabrication has gained more and more interest because of the increasing availability of commercial turn-key ultrashort pulse laser systems, and the requirement that FBGs be included in special fibers. Unlike the frequently used phase-mask method, PBP inscription has a few advantages, specifically good fabrication flexibility, high machining efficiency, and low cost because it does not require an expensive phase mask [3–5]. Recently, PBP inscription of FBGs using ultrashort pulse lasers has been successfully realized in single-mode fibers (SMFs) [4–8], rare-earth doped fibers [9], and microstructured fibers [10].

D-shaped fiber supports a very important platform for the development of novel fiber sensors. The large evanescent field makes the modal propagation constant of the fiber become sensitive to the surrounding refractive index. Recently, various of D-shaped FBG sensors have been reported, i.e., surface-relief D-shaped FBG for 1100°C high temperature sensing [11], polydimethylsiloxane layer covered D-shaped FBG for volatile organic compound sensing [12], graphene-based D-shaped FBG for erythrocyte detection [13].

In this paper, first FBGs were PBP-inscribed into SMFs using different laser pulse energies, and the morphology and spectral properties of these FBGs were studied to identify the best fabrication parameters, i.e., laser energy and laser focusing conditions. Then, an attempt was made to fabricate FBGs in D-shaped fibers for use as a refractive index sensor. There is a nonlinear relationship between the Bragg wavelength and liquid refractive index (RI), and a sensitivity of $\sim 30$ nm/RIU was achieved at 1.450. Many “in-fiber” configurations have been presented for RI measurement, i.e., long period fiber gratings (LPFGs) [14], in-fiber surface plasmon resonance (SPR) [15], fiber in-line interferometers [16]. Different from the above methods, the D-shaped FBG can work at “single-end” detection mode, which is more convenient especially for microliter or sub-microliter dose detection. Therefore, this D-shaped FBG might be useful in the development of biochemical sensors.

2. DEVICE FABRICATION

Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the PBP FBG inscription system. An ultrashort pulsed laser (spectra-physics, solstice) producing 100 fs pulses at 800 nm and a repetition rate of 1 kHz was focused into the fiber core by an oil-immersion microscope objective (MO) with an NA value of 1.25. The
moving at a speed of optimized laser energy for grating inscription. The fiber was the sensing system. Experiments were made to find out the induced damage will introduce a harmful insertion loss for decrease mode coupling efficiency [18]. Moreover, the laser adjacent grating segment might overlap this damaged area to increased to achieve satisfactory reflectivity. Conversely, excessively small modulation area so that the grating length must be in-

3. EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The Bragg wavelength of FBG (λ_B) can be determined using Eq. (1), where m is the resonance order; n_eff is the effective RI of the core mode; ν is the translation speed of the fiber; and f is the repetition rate of the laser.

$$\lambda_B = \frac{2 n_{eff} \nu}{m f}. \quad (1)$$

It is hard to determine the first-order FBGs in the C-band using an 800 nm ultrashort pulse laser because there is a large area of overlap between the adjacent grating segments. Here, the second-order FBG with a grating period of 1.071 μm has been successfully achieved at a speed of 1.071 mm/s with the repetition rate of the ultrashort pulse laser being 1 kHz. The grating length is ~5 mm, and the fabrication time is only ~5 s whereas this is usually in the range of min for other FBG fabrication techniques. Figure 3 shows the transmission spectrum of the fabricated FBG, where the Bragg wavelength is ~1548 nm; the strength of Bragg resonance is ~8.1 dB; the FWHM is ~0.55 nm; and the insertion loss is ~1.96 dB. Unlike FBGs fabricated using conventional techniques, the cladding mode is very pronounced, which is similar to the spectrum of tilted FBGs. Each resonant peak is produced by the coupling of the core mode to one definite cladding mode characterized by the radial and azimuthal mode numbers. Two sets of resonances with distinct well-defined envelopes, which are denoted by blue and red points, are shown in Fig. 3, and they correspond to two groups of cladding modes [21].

To render the core mode sensitive to surrounding RI change, FBGs were PBP inscribed in D-shaped fibers [11,12], which were side polished from SMF. Figure 4 illustrates a schematic diagram of the wheel polishing system (WanRun, China) [22]. First, a standard SMF with a core/cladding diameter of 8.2/125 μm was fixed by a pair of fiber holders. A 20 g weight was hung to keep constant tension on the polished fiber. The
Polymer coating was stripped in advance over a section of polished length and then cleaned with alcohol. Next, the wheel, wound with abrasive paper, was driven down along the Z direction. Here, the rolling speed of the wheel and moving distance along the Y direction were preset using a personal computer (PC). Then, the unjacketed fiber was gradually polished by back-and-forth movement of the rolling wheel along the Y direction. During the polishing process, the side view of the D-shaped fiber was monitored along the X direction with a microscope. Abrasive paper (12000-mesh, Warriors 991A, STABCKE, Germany) was chosen, and the grit size of this abrasive paper is \(\sim 1 \mu m\).

The cross section of D-shaped fiber is shown in Fig. 5(a), where the remaining fiber thickness is \(\sim 66.9 \mu m\). The length of the flat region and tapered transition region are \(\sim 8\) and \(\sim 2\) mm, respectively. The polished surface was gently cleaned by ultrasound equipment to wipe off the residual silica dust. Figure 5(b) shows the SEM image of polished surface after ultrasound cleaning, and the surface roughness is \(\sim 1 \mu m\).

Using the above-mentioned method, PBP FBG with a period of 1.086 \(\mu m\) was then inscribed in the core of the D-shaped fiber with the laser irradiation from the flat surface. Laser energy of 240 nJ was used. The side and front views of the grating are shown in Figs. 5(c) and 5(d), respectively. Because the core is located close to the flat surface of the fiber, it is easy to incorrectly focus on the surface, not in the core, leading to surface damage rather than modifying the core during the inscription. Therefore, the focusing process should be carefully done.

The transmission spectrum of the D-shaped FBG is illustrated in Fig. 6, where the Bragg wavelength is located at 1567.2 nm, the strength of Bragg resonance is \(\sim 4.6\) dB, and the total insertion loss is \(\sim 24.3\) dB. The significant insertion loss primarily comes from the removal of part of the fiber cladding rather than FBG inscription. As shown in Fig. 6, there are two sets of cladding mode resonances (1st and 2nd order cladding modes) on both sides of the core mode, and the 2nd order cladding mode is more pronounced, and this spectral property is similar with that in Fig. 3. The flatness of the polished surface is not very good, as shown in Fig. 5(b). The poor surface may break the uniformity of each grating segment during laser inscription, leading to spectrum widening and low reflectivity. Moreover, the interference noise caused by FBG inscription becomes notable against the background of large insertion loss.

The RI response of the fabricated D-shaped FBG was investigated at room temperature (22°C). The D-shaped FBG was sequentially immersed into a series of RI oil (Cargille Lab) ranging in RI from 1.360 to 1.450 with an interval of 0.010. Each time the sample was taken out from the tested oil, it should be carefully cleaned with alcohol to completely remove any residual oil. Only if the spectrum returns to the initial state in air, should a new round of testing be performed. Figure 7(a) shows the transmission spectra of the D-shaped FBG immersed...
in oils with RI 1.360, 1.380, 1.400, and 1.410. As shown in this figure, the Bragg wavelength exhibits a significant red shift, and the resonance strength is attenuated with the increase of oil RI. Figure 7(b) shows a polynomial fitting relationship between the Bragg wavelength and the oil RI, where the RI sensitivity (S) of ∼30 nm/RIU has been achieved at 1.45. The RI sensitivity of D-shaped FBG reaches an intermediate level of microfiber-based FBGs, i.e., exposed-core-microstructured FBG of 1 nm/RIU [23], suspended-core FBG of 167 nm/RIU [24], and μ-FBG of 660 nm/RIU [25]. The limit of detection (LOD) is another important parameter to evaluate the performance of a sensor. The linewidth of the Bragg resonance (full width at half-maximum, FWHM) is ~0.78 nm, corresponding to a Q factor of about 2000. Based on the Q factor and the sensitivity, the LOD can be obtained [26]:

$$LOD = \Delta n_{\text{min}} = \frac{\lambda}{QS} = 0.026.$$  (2)

The influence of temperature on the D-shaped FBG has also been investigated by placing it in an electric oven and gradually increasing the temperature from 22°C to 100°C. Transmission spectra of the D-shaped FBG at 22°C, 40°C, 60°C, 80°C, and 100°C are shown in Fig. 8(a), where a red shift of Bragg wavelength becomes visible as temperature increases. A linear fitting to the measured data gives a temperature sensitivity of 9 pm/°C, which is similar to those of conventional FBGs. Another important property of ultrashort-laser-induced fiber gratings is the excellent thermal stability. Usually, this type of FBGs is able to withstand temperatures up to 1000°C. Thermal stability of the FBGs is not the research content of this work, and it will be systematically studied later.

4. CONCLUSIONS

This paper demonstrated the fabrication of FBGs using ultrashort pulse laser point-by-point inscription. The laser energy was optimized in SMFs to prevent the self-focusing effect and achieve sufficient reflectivity. Then, FBGs were successfully formed into D-shaped fibers for use as a liquid RI sensor. A nonlinear relationship was observed between the Bragg wavelength and surrounding RI, where the RI sensitivity of ~30 nm/RIU was reached at 1.450. The temperature sensitivity of the D-shaped FBGs was found to be 9 pm/°C. Overall, the RI response showed little cross-sensitivity with the temperature of the D-shaped FBG. This offers a considerable advantage over conventional configurations. The device may find new applications in biochemical sensing.
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